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Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10

3 3 4 2 4 4 1 2 2 1

Q11 Q12 Q13 Q14 Q15 Q16 Q17 Q18 Q19 Q20

2 3 1 4 4 1 3 1 1 2

Q21 Q22 Q23 Q24 Q25 Q26 Q27 Q28

3 4 1 4 2 4 1 4

29 a) (i) W, Y
(ii) X, Y

b) When the lungs are filled with fluid, less gaseous exchange takes place. The
heart rate increases to pump blood faster to transport more oxygen to other parts
of the body.

c) Less blood reaches the gills for less gaseous exchange.

30 a) F: leaf
H: root

b) (C) Section T
(E) Some of the water-carrying tubes on T were stained blue.
(R) Water could not travel up the water-carrying tubes which were removed at
Position X.

c) Count the number of celery parts with the most blue spots for each stalk.

31 a)

Plant Method of dipersal

E Splitting / explosive action

F wind/ animals

G water

b) If wind dispersal in (a)
wing -like structure / small and light

If animal dispersal in (a)
Fleshy / juicy / sweet-smelling fruit / hook-like structure / stiff hairs



c) If wind dispersal in (a)
The tall buildings blocked the wind hence fewer seeds were dispersed further
away from the parent plants. This increased overcrowding which led to increased
competition for space, water, nutrients and light.
If animal dispersal in (a)
When the land was cleared for the construction of tall buildings, the animals lost
their habitats so this reduced their access to food and water. Hence there were
fewer animals to disperse the fruit / seeds.

33 b) (C) Location 3
(E) The amount of particles collected on the cardboard is the least
(R) Location C has the best air quality

c) Wayne could place two more cards for each location

d) Burning of fossil fuels by factories

34

a)
b) Decomposers break down dead matter into simpler substances which are

absorbed by organism W as nutrients.
c) There are less leave for Q to blend in with so they are more easily spotted by

predators / birds and eaten.

35 a) (i) The block in set-up Z absorbs water the fastest.
(ii) The amount of water left in the container in set-up Z is less than the amount of
water left in set-up X and Y at 1st hour. Hence, the most amount of water was
absorbed by the block in set-up Z at 12th hour, the decrease in the amount of
water left is the most for the block in set-up Z.

b) Strength of block

36

a)



38 a) Warm water vapour in the surrounding air in the bus touched the cool inner
surface of the window, lost heat and condensed to form water droplets.

b) The water droplets on the ‘foggy window’ gained from the warm surroundings in
the bus and evaporated to form water vapour.

39 a) As the length of the elastic band when pulled, d, increases, the elastic potential
energy possessed by the elastic band increases. This is converted to increased
kinetic energy of the wheel hence the number of times the wheel spins increases.

b) To ensure that the mass of the wheel is kept the same.

40 a) Magnet
b) When the tray is fully filled with food, its mass increases and compresses the

spring creating an open circuit when the contact does not touch the wires of the
electric circuit. The electromagnet becomes demagnetized and becomes a
magnetic material. Object Y attracts the iron rod moves to left and stops food from
falling into the tray.

c) Modification: Use springs which are stiffer
Explanation: A greater force has to be exerted to compress the springs to the
same extent to separate the copper contact form the circuit


